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Another update from OSASF!

Howdy Y'all:
 
I don't like to bring politics into any of these emails, but the shooting sports are in big trouble. It's
not just guns, they're going after airsoft as well. Anything gun-like is a target. Left unopposed,
there will be nothing left. Erin O'Toole has vowed that a Conservative government will repeal the
recent changes to firearms laws. You can see that video here. An election is on the horizon - if we
don't support and vote Conservative this time around, we will be toast. 

There are some matches coming up next month but you'd be wise to confirm with the clubs since
I'm not sure of all the restrictions people are dealing with.. 

Rule Review

Question:   The shooter is shooting a long gun last.  After finishing the stage, they put down
                     their long gun and do a little victory dance.  The shooter then picks up both long
                     guns and a spotter notices an empty casing/hull on the carrier/breach.  What is
                     the call?  Would the call be different if the last gun never left the shooter’s hands?

Answer:  This is a no call as long as the empty is removed prior to the gun leaving the
                 shooter’s hands at the unloading table.

Rules:      If the rifle is the last firearm used (NOT recommended), it must be cleared prior
                 to it leaving the shooters hand(s) at the unloading area. SHB p.14 
                 
                  If the long gun is the last firearm used, it must be cleared prior to it leaving
                  the shooters hand(s) at the unloading area. SHB p.17 

Reasoning:  During a stage, if the shooter leaves an empty in a long gun, they have until
                      they shoot the next firearm to return and clear it without penalty even if it has
                      left their hands. 
                      In the case of a last firearm, the unloading table rule was established.

You can get my latest covid updates here.

The classifieds are still busy in spite of the covid induced slowdown.

You can help fight the gun ban by supporting advocacy groups such as The Gun Blog The
Canadian Shooting Sports Association, The Canadian Coalition for Firearms Rights or the
National Firearms Association (among others). If you want to donate to any of the legal
proceedings fighting the bans, there is info here.

Next Matches: Check with the clubs to be sure - Chatham Mar 6, Ottawa Mar 20, Burlington
Mar 21
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Details are on the OSASF Website
Contact us here
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